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Museums and Morality
An Ethical Analysis of Replacing Jobs with Technology
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The COVID-19 pandemic has had grave effects on
all facets of life. Many jobs, especially those
working in the service industry, have been
significantly reduced or eliminated altogether.
Technology has provided an alternative to paid
staff in these roles, and the trend to opt for this
change appears to have no signs of slowing.
This trend can be seen across many industries, but
particularly museums as they were some of the
hardest-hit during the early stages of the
pandemic. Museums began to truly embrace
technology in ways that they had not before.
However, they also replaced the jobs of many frontof-house service positions such as tour guides,
cashiers, and information guides with electronic
services. [1]
As we move to a post-pandemic world, the
question is not whether these changes will remain.
The question is rather, is it morally right? This
article will introduce the issue and then discuss the
morality of it based on four ethical theories.

What has Changed?

An empty museum, similar to the start of the Pandemic.
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At the beginning of the pandemic when there was
nothing certain and businesses across the country
were facing possible economic devastation,
museums all but closed to the public — shutting
their doors, many for the first time since World War
II or earlier [2]. This resulted in 35.7 percent of
museum employees saying that immediately, at the
start of the pandemic, they were either without a
job or were not working [3]. While this has
improved a year and a half into the pandemic, 20.8
percent said they were still not working, nearly half
of which had been laid off entirely.
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While several museum jobs have been affected, a
large amount has been in front-of-house staffing.
These are roles such as ticket counter and gift shop
employees. These roles are being replaced by
automated ticketing counters, online ticketing,
hands-free gift shops, and other means. [4] Other
roles that have faced similar fates have been tour
guides, educators, and interpreters. While these
roles are more likely to return in some capacity, the
effects to some degree will still be felt.

The Effects
With this significant amount of job loss or
transition, what is to happen? There are two main
categories of people who are feeling the effects:
traditionally unskilled workers who are working in
roles that do not require an educational
background and employees working in an
educational context within the museums. Many of
these service jobs still have not returned since they
were lost at the beginning of the pandemic. [5] The
educational positions have at a much higher rate,
but many of them have still yet to return.

Is it Right?
With this background in mind, there is a bigger
question we are led to: Is it morally right to leave
all of these service workers and educated workers
who have specialized in their fields without a job
amid the largest health crisis in a century? When
asked this very question, Dr. Feuerbach avoided a
direct answer indicating that it is a trend that has
been long coming. [6] She also asserted that the
average person is going to have twelve careers in
their lifetime, so even many of these educated
individuals would be able to find meaningful work
in a new career.
While these are both fair points, that doesn’t
answer what is the morally just thing to do?
Kantian, utilitarian, virtue, and care-based ethical
theories allow for an analysis of whether the action
is right.
The first theory, Kantian Ethics or Duty Based Ethics,
asks “would I want everyone to perform this same
action?” The answer is not initially clear, but
thinking about it from the perspective of “would I
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want everyone to eliminate similar jobs to the ones
that I am eliminating?” yields a clear answer. No, we
do not want to do that; it would be detrimental to
the lives of so many people who would be unable
to find other work and risk losing access to
healthcare. [7]
The second theory, Utilitarianism or Ends Based
Ethics, considers what produces the most good for
the most people. While the visitors to the museum
may be benefited from shorter wait times and
individualized tours, the staff of the museum has
been significantly made worse. While quantifying
this numerically cannot be done, the good of those
employees maintaining income and healthcare is
better than the marginal gain to the guests. [8]
The third theory, Care Based Ethics, is very similar
in many ways to Kantian Ethics but rather asks the
question: “would I want this action done to me?”
Nobody wants to lose their source of income and
healthcare, especially during a pandemic, so this
easily results in a conclusion of no. [9]
The final theory, Virtue Based Ethics, looks for a socalled golden mean between two extremes to
determine what is ethical to do. For this case, one
extreme is eliminating all positions and the other is
eliminating none. The Golden Mean would be a
slow elimination with assistance in finding other
sources of work. This is not the case so it yields the
same conclusion. [10]

Conclusion
It is clear that under multiple ethical theories, the
move to eliminating large amounts of jobs from
museums and replacing them with technology is an
unethical decision. The museums appear to be
making decisions that are within their own best
interest and not that of their employees or the
community they are in.
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A museum tour prior to the pandemic that may become less
common in the post-pandemic world.
Source: Brian Hoffman, 2012,
https://wordpress.org/openverse/image/f66860f7-db98-4ae89648-5467a5f7d49f
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